Abstract. Conventional work on scientic discovery such as BACON derives empirical law equations from experimental data. In recent years, SDS introducing mathematical admissibility constraints has been proposed to discover rst principle based law equations, and it has been further extended to discover law equations from passively observed data. Furthermore, SSF has been proposed to discover the structure of a simultaneous equation model representing an objective process through experiments. In this paper, SSF is extended to discover the structure of a simultaneous equation model from passively observed data, and is combined with the extended SDS to discover a quantitative simultaneous equation model reecting the rst principle.
Introduction
Langley and others' BACON [6] is the most well known pioneering work to discover a complete equation representing scientic laws governing an objective process under experimental observations. FAHRENHEIT [4] , ABACUS [3] , etc. are the successors of BACON that use basically similar algorithms. However, a drawback of the BACON family, that is their low likelihood to discover the equations representing the rst principle underlying the objective process, is reported. To alleviate the drawback, some systems, e.g., ABACUS and COPER [5] , utilize the information of the unit dimensions of quantities to prune the meaningless terms. However, many of these conventional scientic equation discovery systems have the following limitations.
(1) The information of the unit dimension of each quantity in the data is needed to discover the rst principle based equation. ( 2) The data must be acquired under \active observations" where the values of some quantities representing the objective process are observed for various process states by controlling the values of the other relevant quantities. (3) A complex equation model, especially a \simultaneous equation model", to represent the process consisting of multiple mechanisms is hardly discovered due to the complexity of the search space.
To alleviate the rst limitation, a law equation discovery system named SDS based on the mathematical constraints of \scale-type" and \identity" is proposed for the active observations [10] . Since the knowledge of scale-types of quantities is widely obtained in various domains, SDS is applicable to non-physics domains. The equations discovered by SDS are highly likely to represent the rst principle underlying the objective process. To address the second limitation, SDS has been further extended by introducing a novel principle named \quasi-bi-variate tting" [12] for the application to the \passive observations" where the quantities of the objective process can only be partially or even hardly controlled. Moreover, to overcome the third limitation, a simultaneous structure nding system named SSF has been proposed to discover a valid simultaneous equation structure under the active observations [11] . SSF identies the number of equations needed to represent the objective process, and further identies the sets of quantities to appear in the respective equations of the model while excluding quantities irrelevant to the equations. The combination of SDS and SSF enables the discovery of the rst principle based simultaneous equation model for the objective process under active observations. One of the important unexplored studies of the scientic law equation discovery is to propose a practical framework to discover a simultaneous equation model reecting the rst principles from passively observed data. This study tries to address all aforementioned limitations at once. If SSF can be extended to be applicable to the passively observed data, the second and the third limitations in the discovery of the structure of the simultaneous equation model are removed. Once the sets of quantities appearing in respective equations are derived, the aforementioned extended SDS which addresses the rst and the second limitations is applicable to gure out the equation formula governing each quantity set. Accordingly, the extension of the applicability of SSF to the passive observations is the main issue in this study. The objectives of this paper are (i) to propose a practical principle to discover the rst principle based simultaneous equation structure from passively observed data, (ii) to provide an algorithm of the \extended SSF" based on the principle, (iii) to evaluate the basic performance of the combination of the extended SSF and the extended SDS through simulations and (iv) to demonstrate its practicality through a real application.
The main technical contribution of this study is to propose a principle named \quasi-experiment on dependency" which c hecks the dependency among quantities in the passively observed data without performing actual experiment. The quasi-experiment probes the inuence propagation from a quantity to some other quantities while virtually xing the values of some extra quantities by a data sampling technique. The repetitions of this probing gure out the entire dependency structure among quantities in form of a simultaneous equation model. The quasi-experiment on dependency is dierent from the quasi-bi-variate tting used in the extended SDS since the latter assumes that the quantities under consideration are governed by a complete equation, and focuses only on the binary relation between every pair of quantities. The approach to combine the extended SSF and the extended SDS requires three assumptions, which are allowable in many practical applications. One is that the scale-types of all observed quantities are known. The scale-types of the measurement quantities are widely known based on the measurement theory [10] . The second assumption is that the observed data are uniformly distributed over the possible states of the objective system [12] . The lack of the uniform distribution of the data over a certain value range of a quantity implies the low observability of the quantity [7] . Any approaches such as the linear system identication and the neural network do not derive valid models under low observability. This limitation is generic, and further discussion on this issue is out of scope of this paper. The third assumption is that the simultaneous equation model under consideration is not over-constrained where the number of the equation is not more than the number of quantities in the model. This assumption always holds for the models in scientic and engineering domains, since the over-constrained state does not exist in any real world process.
Structure of a Simultaneous Equation Model
The principle to discover the simultaneous equation structure from passively observed data is based on some fundamental and generic characteristics of simultaneous equation models presented in the past work [11] . These characteristics are briey explained though an example electric circuit depicted in Fig. 1 (1), the values of the other quantities, V 1 , V 2 and I 1 , that are involved in the rst, the third and the forth equations, #1, #3 and #4, are determined since the number of the quantities which are not externally specied is equal to the number of the equations. But, this external control does not determine the values of R 2 and I 2 through the equation #2. Thus, the equation set f#1; #3; #4g is considered to represent a mechanism which determines the state of a part of the objective process. We i n troduce the following denition to characterize this mechanism in the simultaneous equation model. Denition 1 (complete subset) Given a set of equations, E, let the set of all quantities be Q appearing in the equations in E. Given a quantity set RQ( Q) for external specication, when the values of all quantities in N Q= CQ0 RQ are determined where CQ(RQ CQ Q) is a set of all quantities appearing in a set of equations CE( E), CEis called a \ c omplete subset". The cardinality jCEj = jN Q j is called the \order" of the complete subset. The equation set f#1; #3; #4g is a complete subset of the order 3. Under any external control of two quantities among R 1 , V e , V 1 , V 2 and I 1 , f#1; #3; #4g always determines the values of the remained three quantities. Thus, the complete subset is \invariant" for the selection of the externally controlled quantities.
The complete subset gives an important foundation to discover the structure of the simultaneous equation model which appropriately reects the dependency embedded in the observation of quantities. For example, the circuit in Fig. 1 can be represented by the following dierent simultaneous equation formula. I1R1 = I2R2 #1 0 ; V 2 = I2R2 #2; V e = V1 #3 and Ve = V2 #4: (2) If the same specication on V e and R 1 is made in Eq. (2), a dierent complete subset f#3; #4g is obtained, and any complete subset to determine the value of I 1 does not exist since the equation #1 0 cannot determine the value of I 1 without the constraint of #2. #1 0 and #2 that include the undetermined quantities I 2 and R 2 do not satisfy Denition 1. In the real observation on the electric circuit, the value of I 1 is physically determined, and this fact contradicts the consequence derived by the analysis on Eq.(2). In contrast, the model of Eq.(1) always gives correct answers on the determination of quantities for any external specications of quantities. The model having the complete subsets which are isomorphic with the actual dependency among quantities is named a \structural form".
Conversely, if we identify all complete subsets from the observation of quantities in the objective process, and compose a simultaneous equation model consisting of these complete subsets, the model is ensured to be the structural form.
The following theorem provides a basis for the composition [11] .
Theorem 1 (modular lattice theorem) Given a model of an objective process consisting of equations E, the set of all complete subsets of the model, i.e., L = f8CE i Eg, forms a modular lattice of the sets for the order of the complete subsets, i.e., 8CE i ; C E j 2 L, CE i [ CE j 2 L, CE i \ CE j 2 L and n(CE i [ CE j ) = n(CE i ) + n(CE j ) 0 n(CE i \ CE j ) where n is the order of a given complete subset.
For instance, the following four complete subsets having the modular lattice structure can be found in the example of Eq.(1).
f#3; #4g(n = 2 ) ; f#1; #3; #4g(n = 3 ) ; f#2; #3; #4g(n = 3 ) ; f#1; #2; #3; #4g(n = 4 ) : (3) Because the complete subsets of an objective process mutually overlap in the modular lattice, the redundant o v erlaps must be removed in the model composition by introducing the following denition of independent component. 
This transformation preserves the complete subset, and the model remains as a structural form. This ambiguity of the equation representation in a complete subset can cause combinatorial explosion in the enumeration of the structural forms.
As indicated in the above example, if the set of all quantities, CQ , appearing in a complete subset CEis preserved through some transformation maintaining quantitative equivalence, the complete subset is also preserved [11] . Accordingly, only the following formulae of a complete subset is focused in the search.
Denition 3 (canonical form of a complete subset) Given a complete subset CE, the \canonical form" of CEis the form where all quantities in CQ appears in each equation in CE. 3 (V e ; V 1 ; V 2 ; I 2 ; R 2 ) = 0 # 2 g; (6) where f() = 0 is an arbitrary formula to represent a quantitative relation.
Because Eq. (1) is a structural form, Eq. (6) is the structural canonical form.
3 Principle and Algorithm
Quasi-Experiment on Dependency
If actual experiments are applicable, the algorithm of SSF can search the complete subsets in which quantities are mutually constrained through the control to x the values of the other quantities. However, when only the passively observed data are available, a novel principle, \quasi-experiment on dependency," proposed in this study is needed to enable virtual experiments under the aforementioned assumption that the observed data are uniformly distributed over the possible states of the objective process. Given a set of quantities representing the objective process, Q = fq 1 ; :::; q w g, and the set of their passively observed data, OBS= fX 1 ; :::; X t g where X i is the i-th observation of Q, w e consider to virtually control each quantity q k in a subset Q c ( Q). As depicted in Fig. 2 , a datum X g (2 OBS) is chosen, and the data of OBS involved in the vicinity o f X g in the subspace dened by Q c are sampled as OBS cg . The vicinity is dened as follows for every q k (2 Q c ).
1q k = jq k 0 q kg j < k ; (7) where k is a parameter to dene the size of the vicinity. k is determined as 5% of the total value range of q k upon an extensive parameter survey in this paper. This vicinity is shown as a rectangular parallelepiped in Fig. 2 (a) . This operation is called \quasi-control" and Q c \quasi-controlled quantity set". jr md j r(jOBS cg j 0 2; ) ) r md is signicant.
The test may fail when the relation between q m and q d has strong non-monotonicity.
However, this possibility is not very problematic, since the rst principle law equations do not contain very strong nonlinearity in most of cases [6, 10] . Furthermore, this test is repeated for multiple OBS cg s dened by p dierent X g s to conrm the stability of the t-test consequences. p is set to be 10 in this work which is sucient to check the stability. Let s be the number of the test satisfying the condition Eq.(9). Because s follows the binomial distribution B(p; 10), the following condition should be met, if q m and q d is mutually constrained.
The principle of the quasi-experiment on dependency seems similar to the quasi-bi-variate test of the extended SDS. However, the latter assumes that the set of quantities Q = fq 1 ; :::; q w g are governed by a complete equation f(q 1 ; :::; q w ) = 0, and searches feasible binary quantitative relations on some pairs of quantities fq i ; q j g 2 Q while quasi-controling the rest of the quantities, i.e., Q c = Q0 f q i ; q j g, for each pair. On the other hand, the quasi-experiment o n dependency searches a simultaneous equation structure not limiting to a complete equation. The quasi-controlled quantity set Q c can be an arbitrary subset of Q not limiting to Q0 f q i ; q j g, and multiple pairs of quantities fq m ; q d g 2 Q0Q c can be found under the unique Q c .
Algorithm for Structural Canonical Form
Based on the theory described in section 2 and the quasi-experiment on dependency in subsection 3.1, we propose a novel algorithm shown in Fig. 3 to discover (S1) Let Q = fqkjk = 1 ; :::; wg be a set of quantities to appear in the model of an objective process, and let OBS be a given data set for Q. Set The law discovery systems such as the extended SDS [12] for passively observed data cannot directly accept SCF. The values of the quantities within an independent component are simultaneously constrained in the order n i , and the constraints disable the quasi-bi-variate tting, if the order n i is larger than one. To remove this diculty, the (n i 0 1) quantities are eliminated by the substitution of the other (n i 01) equations within the independent component, and the \maximally eliminated structural canonical form" M E S C Fis derived. The algorithm to obtain MESCF has already been reported [11] . Using the resultant M E S C F , the extended SDS determines the quantitative formula of each equation reecting the rst principle underlying the objective process.
Performance Evaluation
The extended SSF has been developed and combined with the extended SDS on a numerical processing shell named MATLAB in a PC of PentiumIII 666MHz and 128MB RAM. The performance has been evaluated through the following articial examples for certain combinations of data sizes and noise levels.
1) Two parallel resistances and a battery: This has been explained in Fig. 1 .
Its model consists of 4 equations and 7 quantities as shown in Eq.(1).
2) Two parallel resistances and a battery: The objective process is identical with the rst example except that an extra equation R 1 = R 2 is added. Its model consists of 5 equations and 7 quantities.
3) Heat transfer at walls of holes: A large solid material having two vertical holes is considered. Gas goes into these holes, and condenses to its liquid phase by providing its heat energy to the walls while owing in the holes. The heat transfer process is represented by the 8 equations involving 17 quantities.
4) A circuit of photometer: An electric circuit of photometer to measure the rate of increase of photo intensity within a certain time period is considered. It consists of 3 transistors, 3 resistance, 1 light Csd sensor, 1 capacitor and 1 current meter. This system is represented by 14 equations involving 22 quantities. Table 1 is the summary of problem size, required computation time and error rate for each example for the given OBS consisting of 1000 observed data which contain 5% Gaussian noise relative to the absolute value of each quantity i n Q. Except the examples 1) and 2), we observed certain level of failure rates F R s i n the discovery. Especially when m and/or av are large, the extended SSF tends to become erroneous. This is because the coupling of many quantities though the equations increases the dependency among the quantities in the observation data, and the required assumption that the observed data are uniformly distributed over the possible states of the objective process becomes no more valid. Table 2 shows F R s of each example under 0% 0 20% relative noise levels and OBS consisting of 1000 data. When the coupling of quantities is stronger, the larger F Ris observed. This tendency is signicant in the dierence of F R s between the examples 1) and 2). In the example 2), the coupling eect of the extra equation R 1 = R 2 signicantly increases F R . In addition, the examples containing tight coupling show high sensitivity to the increase of the noise level. Table 3 shows the required computation time and the failure rates of the example 3) for OBS of 100 0 10000 data and 5% relative noise level. T ssf and T sds seem to be almost O(log jOBSj). This is because only a limited number of the data sampled by Eq. (7) are used for the discovery even for the large amount of data.
F Rshows the signicant increase for small data size, because the statistical stability is not ensured. In short summary, the computational complexity of the extended SSF seems to be crucial for a very large-scale problem but not for the large data size. The upper limit of the noise contained in the data is considered to be 10% for the extended SSF. The performance of the combined use of the extended SSF and SDS seems to work well for numbers of engineering problems.
Application to Practical Problem
The proposed method has been applied to a real world problem to discover a simultaneous equation model consisting of generic law formulae governing the mental preference of people for social infrastructures based on their subjective impressions. We designed a questionnaire sheet to ask the subjective evaluation on the ve infrastructures of aviation transport facilities, waste disposal facilities, nuclear power plants, automobile transport facilities and oil power plants from the viewpoints of anity q 1 , unsafety q 2 , scale of facility q 3 , frequency of daily contacts q 4 , benet q 5 , a vailability of alternative measure q 6 and genetic inuence q 7 . The last viewpoint m a y be meaningful only for the infrastructures producing radio-active and/or chemical wastes, and may b e e v aluated as negligible for the others. The former four viewpoints are asked in form of pair wise comparisons, and the obtained categorical data are transformed to ratio scale quantities by using the constant-sum method which is widely used in the experimental psychology [9] . The latter three are asked in form of the choice from categorical degrees, and the data are transformed to interval scale quantities by following the method of successive categories which is also widely used [1] . We distributed this questionnaire sheet to 482 persons living in a district of a country where the aforementioned facilities are located within a certain distance, and all of the answer sheets have been collected back. Hence, OBS = fX 1 ; X 2 ; :::; X 482 g was obtained where X i = [ q 1i ; q 2i ; :::; q 7i ]. The extended SSF was applied to OBS, and the following structural canonical form SCF and maximally eliminated structural form M E S C Fwere obtained. SCF = ff11(q1; q 4; q 5; q 6) = 0 ; f 12(q1; q 4; q 5; q 6) = 0 ; f 13(q1; q 4; q 5; q 6) = 0 ; f 21 (q 2 ; q 3 ; q 7 ) = 0 ; f 21 (q 2 ; q 3 ; q 7 ) = 0 g (11) M E S C F= ff 0 11 (q1; q 6) = 0 ; f 0 12 (q4; q 6) = 0 ; f 0 13 (q5; q 6) = 0 ; f 0 21 (q 2 ; q 7 ) = 0 ; f 0 21 (q 3 ; q 7 ) = 0 g (12) Subsequently, the extended SDS was applied to OBS based on MESCF and the scale-type information, and it derived the following model. q6 = 00:59 log q1 0 1:09; q 6 = 1 :04 log q4 + 1 :34; q 6 = 0 :69q5 + 0 :57; q 7 = 00:90 log q 2 0 1:00; q 7 = 00:47 log q 3 0 1:00:
The statistical tests on the goodness of tting [12] indicated the sucient accuracy of this model. The former three equations relate anity, frequency of daily contacts, benet and availability of alternative measure, and can be interpreted to represent a psychological mechanism developing the anity on a social facility based on its benet and necessity in people's daily life. The latter two relate unsafety, scale of facility and genetic inuence. They seem to represent another psychological mechanism developing the sense of danger on a social facility.
6 Discussion and Conclusion Dzeroski and Todorovski developed LAGRANGE which discovers simultaneous equation models from observed data [2] . However, the mathematical admissibility is not considered in the discovery process, and many redundant representations of simultaneous equations can be derived at an expense of high computational complexity. They recently extended it to LAGRAMGE which allows the user to explicitly dene the space of possible equations [8] . But, it does not provide denitions to eciently prune the search space within the admissible equation formulae. In contrast, COPER, which also discovers simultaneous equations, uses very strong mathematical constraints based on the unit dimensions to prune the meaningless terms [5] . However, it essentially requires the unit information which is not frequently obtained in non-physical domains. The major advantages of our proposing method in comparison with the past approaches are the eciency of the equation search, the soundness of the discovery in terms of the rst principle and the wide applicability not limited to the physical domain. These are achieved by i n troducing the criteria of generic mathematical admissibility.
In this paper, we proposed the principle and the algorithm of a practical method to discover the rst principle based simultaneous equations from passively observed data. The satisfactory performance of the method has been conrmed through simulations. Moreover, its high practicality has been demonstrated through a real application in socio-psychology. The application of the proposed method to a real-world research project collaborated with socio-psychologists is currently underway.
